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The gradient of a scalar function of a vector:
Column vector or row vector?
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The answer is inconsistently “both”

∇(x’x) = 2x ?    d(x’x)=2x’ dx
● In early math classes, and when focusing on steepest 

directions, we would say 2x and probably use the “nabla” 
notation for the gradient.  

● In advanced differential geometry and general relativity, the 
focus is on the linearization or the directional derivative 
function which takes 2x’ * (direction) and computes the 
derivative in that direction.  The gradient is thus this function.
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Confused by gradients? Jacobians? etc?

Keep in my mind two things:

1. Explicit representations are simply all the derivatives of the outputs with respect to all the 
inputs.  Row, Column, Matrix, Tensor this is all just a matter of packaging things up.

2. While the explicit representation is comfortable and concrete for beginning students, the 
linearization view is quite an amazing efficient trick for computing the gradient.  You’ll be 
well ahead of your peers who do not understand this trick. 

Reminder of the example:

∇(x’Ax) = [ ∂ (∑ij xi Aij xj )/∂xj ] for j=1:n  (explicit, straighforward but 
clunky)

d(x’Ax) = dx’Adx + x’Adx = x’(A+A’)dx  (easy with some vector 
gymnastics) 3



Example: Scalar functions of vectors: Many inputs, 1 
output
● Example f(x,y,z) = f(v), where v=[x,y,z]  (scalar function of three variables)

○ We are “overloading” the notation for 3 scalar inputs and 1 vector input
●  ∂f/∂x * dx + ∂f/∂y * dy + ∂f/∂z * dz 

          = [∂f/∂x ∂f/∂y ∂f/∂z]*dv 

●  ∇f = [∂f/∂x ∂f/∂y ∂f/∂z]T

              df = ∂f/∂x * dx + ∂f/∂y * dy + ∂f/∂z * dz =(∇f)T dv

● Notice: ∇f  matches the input in shape and size
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Some linear algebra
● Cyclic rule for trace:  tr(AB)=tr(BA), tr(ABC)=tr(BCA)=tr(CAB), tr(ABCD)=...

○ also tr(AT)=tr(A), and of course tr(A+B)=tr(A)+tr(B)
● tr(XTY) = sum(X .* Y) = “dot product for matrices” = vec(X)Tvec(Y)

○ what’s a dot product? sum of the elementwise product (same for vectors or 
matrices)

○ XY
○ don’t overthink tr(XTY)  just recognize it as a dot product
○ Every linear scalar-valued function of A can be written tr(XTA) for some X.

● ⇒ if f(A) is a scalar function of A,  df = tr(GTdA) and ∇f = G
● G is the direction of maximal increase, so one can search  A-tG to follow 

steepest descent (think of t=0 as starting at A, and moving along the -G 
direction for t > 0)
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Example: Scalar functions of matrices: Many inputs, 1 
output

● Example f(A) = tr(ATA) (generalizes xTx)
● df = d(tr(ATA)) = tr( d(ATA)) = tr(ATdA + dATA) = tr(ATdA) + tr(dATA)

          =  tr(2AT dA)      (by the transpose rule of traces)

        This is the linearization

● All linear functions of matrices can be written as sum(G .* dA) = tr(GTdA)

⇒ ∇(tr(ATA)) = 2A
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Scalar functions of lots of stuff

● Example  f(stuff) = f(A,B,x) = tr(ATA) + tr(BTB) +  xTx
○ where A is 17x17, B is 5x10, and x is a 2021 vector  (say)

● ∇f better be 17x17, 5x10, and  2021 so we can move A,B, and x in these directions

● ∇f = (2A,2B,2x).  
● df = 2tr(ATdA) +2tr(BTdB) + 2xTdx
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Remember

● If you have f, a scalar function of stuff, ∇f has the same form as stuff 
○ ∇f is a search direction
○ Linearization of f (i.e., df) is a “dot product” of ∇f with dx
○ For column vectors, Jacobian is transpose of ∇f 

● It’s not immediately sensible to talk about a search direction if you have many 
to many.

● Jacobians are the linearization when you have many to many
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input ↓  \     output → scalar vector matrix

scalar scalar vector (e.g. velocity)
(derivative)

matrix
(derivative)

vector vector (gradient)
∇f = search 
direction 
(column)

df = linearization
(row)

Matrix: df = (Jacobian 
matrix) dA

??

matrix matrix
∇f = search 
direction (same 
shape as the 
input) 

?? Matrix Jacobian or the 
Kronecker Product (or 
“multilinear algebra”)
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